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The Equestrian Canada (EC) Owner of the Year Award was created to recognize the dedication, 
commitment and support owners provide in order to ensure Canadian athletes have access to 
world-class horses. This award is presented to an owner, individual or group who has progressed 
equestrian sport by investing toward, breeding or supporting a horse competing at a national or 
international level. 
 
Ann Matthews of Kanata, ON has been a dedicated owner for over 20 years, achieving her goal 
of providing Canadian riders with the high-quality horses needed to compete at the top of show 
jumping sport. 
 
Ann’s contributions as an owner are highlighted by her support of Ian, Jonathon and Amy Millar. 
She has owned a remarkable total of four Olympic horses for the Millars, including Ian’s 
partners, Dorincord (2000), Promise Me (2004) and Star Power (2012), and Amy’s horse from 
the 2016 Rio Olympic Games, Heros.  
 
Having provided funding to purchase a number of additional FEI horses, Ann has allowed the 
Millar family to compete at the highest levels of the sport, win important grand prix titles, and 
continue to promote Canada as a strong nation in show jumping. 



 

 

 
While her financial support has been significant, she has also become an incredibly valuable part 
of the Millar Brooke Farm team. Her positivity and caring nature allow the Millars to focus on 
producing great horses and top results without the stress of unrealistic expectations. Plus, she has 
never shied away from long-term financial commitments to allow horses to develop in Canada. 
A prime example is Aftershock; Ann became a part-owner in 1992 and by 2002, Ian had piloted 
him to a close second in the CP International at the Spruce Meadows ‘Masters’  - which featured 
the richest purse in show jumping and attracted the world’s best. 
 
In addition to the Millars, Ann has supported her daughter, Karen Sparks, at the FEI level by 
purchasing horses such as Teddy du Bosquetiau and Quervo Gold. This has allowed Karen to 
obtain success at the grand prix level throughout North America. 
 
Although Ann focuses on supporting Canadian riders at the international level, her commitment 
to producing quality horses has also impacted national competition in Canada. She has owned 
numerous horses that have competed across hunter, equitation and jumper divisions throughout 
Ontario and Quebec and can be found consistently at the top of the leaderboard.  
 
Ann is also involved in a breeding program in partnership with Millar Brooke Farm. Over 30 
foals have been produced, and with impressive bloodlines and high-quality training, these horses 
have contributed to equestrian sport in Canada for over 15 years.    
 
Outside of horse ownership, Ann has also been a vital contributor to developing equestrian sport 
at the grassroots level, and was heavily involved in her family’s efforts to develop Wesley 
Clover Parks in Ottawa, ON. The property hosts competitions that attract thousands of spectators 
each year and these events have served as an excellent springboard to expose the general public 
to equestrian sport. 
 
Ann’s passion for supporting the Canadian Equestrian Team and enthusiasm for international 
show jumping has directly contributed to countless top results for Canada on the world stage. 
The longevity and generosity of her support as an owner (and also as a breeder and venue 
developer) is truly inspiring.  
 
EC is grateful for the incredible level of Ann’s dedication and support, and honoured to 
recognize her efforts with the 2018 Owner of the Year Award. 


